Tracking a single target in the visual world requires coordination between pursuit and saccadic eye movements. The constraints imposed on pursuit and saccade decisions by visual processing and response preparation are difficult to compare because latency differences between the two movements provide different amounts of visual sampling time. The present study compares pursuit and saccade decisions when visual processing was directly manipulated. Human observers were asked to select between two stationary stimuli presented simultaneously at two different locations based on which had the higher contrast. The stimuli were presented for a brief, variable interval and then occluded by masks. Because the masks moved horizontally and were offset vertically, subjects were obliged to make both pursuit and saccadic eye movements to track the mask covering the target stimulus. For each of the exposure durations, we constructed oculometric curves for pursuit and saccades. We found that both systems had similar oculometric thresholds and response biases. The initial pursuit decisions differed from the subsequent saccade decisions on 1-13% of the trials but were the same more often than predicted by independent mechanisms. Moreover, pursuit reversed direction on discordant trials, so that the pursuit decision always matched that of the saccade by the time the saccade was started. These results support the view that, in addition to overlap in early visual areas and the final motor pathways, the pursuit and saccadic systems share processing at the level of response preparation. This shared processing may help ensure the coordination of pursuit and saccadic eye movements in selecting a single target.
Introduction
Primates generate two types of voluntary eye movements while exploring their visual environment: pursuit and saccades. Pursuit uses motion information about the selected object to match eye velocity to target velocity, thereby preventing the blurred vision that would otherwise be caused by the motion of the object's image across the retina (Lisberger et al., 1987; Krauzlis and Stone, 1999) . Saccades use spatial information about the selected object to align the eyes with the target, thereby placing the image of the object near the fovea (Sparks and Mays, 1990; Schall and Thompson, 1999) . Because the two types of movements almost always target the same goal, their programming necessarily involves some form of coordination.
Behavioral evidence of this coordination has been provided by examining how changes in experimental conditions affect pursuit and saccade latencies. The introduction of a temporal gap between fixation point offset and the appearance of a visual target decreases the latencies of both pursuit (Merrison and Carpenter, 1995; Knox, 1996; Krauzlis and Miles, 1996) and saccades (Saslow, 1967; Fischer and Boch, 1983; Fischer and Weber, 1993) . These decreases show a similar dependence on the duration of the temporal gap (Krauzlis and Miles, 1996) , suggesting that there are common inputs for triggering the two types of eye movements (Krauzlis and Miles, 1996) . The presence of a distractor in the hemifield opposite a visual target increases the latencies of pursuit and saccades (Ferrera and Lisberger, 1995; Walker et al., 1997; Knox, 2001; Knox and Bekkour, 2002) ; the similarity of the effects on pursuit and saccades provides further evidence that the triggering of the two movements involves shared signals, perhaps related to visual attention or the control of ocular fixation.
Although suggestive, effects on latency provide ambiguous information about the processing leading up to movement onset, because reaction times depend on interactions between a diverse set of factors, including sensory processing, attentional modulation, decision criteria, and motor constraints. An alternative approach for teasing these factors apart is to treat eye movement responses as though they were perceptual reports and use techniques from psychophysics to quantify the performance of the two systems (Kowler and McKee, 1987; Beutter and Stone, 1998) . For example, how well do pursuit and saccades discriminate the target? Do they exhibit biases in their decision criteria? How do these properties change over time? These questions have been addressed only tangentially in previous studies. Error rates for saccades systematically increase as targets in a search array become less distinguishable from the distractors (Eckstein et al., 2001 ), but pursuit error rates have been measured only in cases in which the target and distractor are either indistinguishable (Lisberger and or easily identified (Ferrera and Lisberger, 1995; .
In the present study, we used a contrast discrimination task to compare the performance of pursuit and saccades. Because pursuit and saccades occur with different latencies, we presented the discrimination stimuli for only a brief interval and then replaced them with masks, so that the period of visual processing relevant for target selection was the same for both systems. We report that pursuit choices initially differed from those of the later saccade on between 1 and 13% of the trials, but that pursuit responses changed over time so that the two systems were in agreement by saccade onset. The initial discordance and its subsequent resolution appear to be caused primarily by a time-varying bias for spatial location.
Materials and Methods
Subjects. Five adult subjects participated in this experiment: the two authors (subjects D and R) and three naive observers. Each subject participated in a total of 13 sessions, the first 3 of which were training sessions. The data used in this study were collected in the last 10 sessions, each lasting ϳ45 min.
Stimuli and paradigm. Stimuli were presented on a video monitor (Eizo FX-E7) with a refresh rate of 120 Hz positioned 41 cm from the subjects. The display subtended an area 29.3°vertical (ver) by 45°hori-zontal (hor). The stimuli were generated using VisionWorks software (Swift et al., 1997) . The temporal sequence of the stimuli presented during a single experimental trial is illustrated in Figure 1 . During the initial "fixation" interval, subjects fixated a central 0.5°cross. After a random 500 -1000 msec interval, two stationary probe "noise" strips (0.7°ver ϫ 40°hor) were presented above and below the fixation cross (Ϯ2°). These strips were composed of small (0.24°ver ϫ 0.20°hor) rectangles with luminances drawn from a uniform distribution with mean equal to the background luminance (33 cd/m 2 ). We used a look-up table to correct for the gamma of the monitor. Contrast is given by the equation (DeValois and DeValois, 1991) : Contrast ϭ (Max Ϫ Min)/(Max ϩ Min) ϫ 100%, in which Max and Min are the maximum and minimum values in this luminance distribution, respectively. One probe, which was the target of the tracking task, was assigned a contrast that varied from 50 to 75% in steps of 5%. The second probe acted as a distractor and had contrast held constant at 50%. The duration of the "probe" interval was varied from 50 to 500 msec, and we will refer to this interval as the exposure duration. Because of video refresh, the actual display duration of the probe interval was an integer multiple of the time required to redraw the screen once, so the reported values of exposure duration are accurate to within 8.3 msec. After the probe interval, masks replaced the probe strips and the fixation point disappeared. During the "mask" interval, subjects viewed masks that were the same size as the probes and appeared in the same locations, but the rectangles had a higher spatial frequency (0.12°ver ϫ 0.10°hor) and the masks moved horizontally in opposite directions at 14.2°/sec. The motion of the masks was randomly assigned on each trial and counterbalanced across trials. Observers were asked to make an eye movement to and follow the mask at the location of the higher-contrast probe stimulus.
In our experiment, two types of visual processing were necessary to perform the task: visual processing necessary to select the target and visual processing necessary to drive the movement. We designed our experiment to control for the visual processing necessary for target selection; we limited the duration of the probe interval to directly manipulate the period of visual processing necessary for selection of the highercontrast probe. After this visual processing had transpired, the subjects could then begin visual processing necessary to drive the movement. The saccadic system had an advantage in this stage of processing because the location of the target mask was known before it appeared, whereas its motion was not. The oculometric methods described later quantify how well pursuit and saccades perform in discriminating target from distractor using information obtained during the probe interval, namely, visual processing necessary for target selection.
We used extended horizontal strips as pursuit stimuli, rather than the spot stimuli that are more typical, so that the retinal location of the visual stimulus was independent of pursuit latency. For typical stimulus configurations with a moving spot, longer pursuit latencies will result in the spot being at a more eccentric retinal position at the time of pursuit initiation. This results in (1) lower acuity visual stimuli for long latency pursuit and (2) changes in the need for corrective saccades as pursuit latency changes. In particular, long latency pursuit of moving spots is more likely to begin with a corrective saccade, and therefore be excluded from analysis, introducing a possible sampling bias. The horizontal strips avoided these problems by keeping the eccentricity of the stimulus fixed at 2°regardless of latency. With these stimuli, we obtained at least 30 msec of saccade-free pursuit on 83% of the trials, with latencies ranging from ϳ125 to 200 msec.
The contrast of each mask was selected independently at random to be between 25 and 100% contrast, at increments of 5%. The difference in contrast between the target mask and the distractor mask was always assigned to be greater than the difference in contrast between the target probe and the distractor probe. This constraint was used to defeat a potential strategy whereby subjects could reliably identify the target probe strip by looking for the larger of the two relative contrast changes between the probe strips and the masks. Thus, the difference in contrast between the probe noise strips provided the only information as to the identity of the target.
We recorded the subjects' eye movements throughout the trial. We confirmed that subjects maintained fixation during the fixation interval and the probe interval by analysis of the eye-movement traces from each trial. If a subject made a saccade of Ն0.5°during the fixation interval, the trial was discarded. Otherwise, saccades around the fixation point with smaller amplitudes were ignored and the trial was retained.
Data collection. The experiment was executed on a personal computer running the Tempo software package (Reflective Computing, St. Louis, MO). Tempo controlled the timing of the stimuli, acquired the data, and saved it to disk. An additional personal computer equipped with a highspeed graphics card (VSG2/3; Cambridge Research Systems, Kent, UK) and VisionWorks software (Vision Research Graphics, Durham, NH) acted as a server to present the visual stimuli under the control of the Tempo machine. The visual display computer returned trigger signals to the Tempo machine as each stimulus was displayed, allowing us to synchronize data collection with stimulus presentation with 1 msec resolution.
Eye movements were measured with an infrared video-based eye tracker (RK-726; ISCAN Inc., Burlington, MA). The eye tracker reported the horizontal and vertical positions of the pupil with 12-bit resolution using an algorithm that computes the centroid of the pupil at 240 Hz. During the experimental sessions, subjects used a bite bar to minimize measurement errors caused by head movements. We calibrated the output from the eye tracker by recording the raw digital values as subjects fixated a set of known locations three times in a pseudorandom sequence. We used the mean values during 500 msec intervals at each location to generate a smooth function (using cubic spline interpolation) for converting the raw eye tracker values to horizontal and vertical eye position. The measurement noise caused by the eye tracker was ϳ0.05°(the SDs of the measurements from these 500 msec intervals), and the accuracy of the eye tracker measurements was ϳ0.10°(the SD of the mean values over these 500 msec intervals obtained with repeated fixations). All eyemovement data and signals related to onset of stimuli were stored on the hard disk of the Tempo machine during the experiment and later transferred to a freeBSD system (Berkeley Software Distribution) for off-line analysis.
An interactive analysis program was used to display and make measurements from the data. Signals encoding eye velocity were obtained by applying a finite impulse response (FIR) filter (Ϫ3 dB at 54 Hz) to the calibrated eye position signals. Signals encoding eye acceleration were then obtained by applying the same FIR filter to the signals encoding velocity. We detected saccades by applying a set of amplitude criteria to radial eye velocity and radial eye acceleration signals, similar to what has been described previously (Krauzlis and Miles, 1996) . We also visually inspected and verified each of the saccade measurements. For the analysis of pursuit data, we excised the interval containing the saccade from the horizontal eye velocity traces, so we did not confound pursuit measurements with the horizontal components of oblique saccades. Saccades in our experiment were primarily vertical but tended to deviate toward the direction of motion, on average resulting in a horizontal position component of ϳ1.42°(vertical, ϳ1.83°) and an average saccade vector rotated 31°away from exactly vertical.
The onset of pursuit was estimated from eye velocity traces using a variation of an algorithm described previously (Krauzlis and Miles, 1996) . In this previous technique, the variance associated with a "baseline" interval was used to detect the beginning of a "response" interval. A linear regression of the response interval as a function of time was used to determine when the response intersected the baseline; this point in time was defined as the latency of pursuit. The extrapolation used in this method makes the latency estimates sensitive to noise in the response interval, and this problem is worse with the somewhat higher noise associated with video-based methods of eye movement recording. We therefore constrained the response interval to immediately follow, and be continuous with, the baseline interval, forming a "hinge" (Adler et al., 2002) . The baseline and response intervals both were assigned durations of 100 msec, and we tested possible hinge placements ranging from Ϯ30 msec, in increments of 1 msec, from an initial subjective estimate of pursuit latency. For each of these hinge placements, the slope of the response interval was determined by linear regression, and we measured the mean squared error between the data and the model (baseline plus response intervals). The hinge placement that minimized the mean square error was defined as the latency of pursuit, and the slope during the 100 msec response interval was recorded as pursuit acceleration.
For each trial, we measured pursuit latency, pursuit acceleration, saccade latency and offset, and the horizontal and vertical components of saccade amplitude. The initial pursuit decision (rightward or leftward) was defined to be the sign of pursuit acceleration in the "open loop" interval, corresponding to the 100 msec response interval of the hinge model. The initial saccade decision (upward or downward) was defined to be the sign of the vertical component of saccade amplitude. We determined that we could reliably measure the initiation of pursuit without interference from the saccade when pursuit began Ն30 msec before the saccade. In all of our analyses, we have included only trials in which pursuit onset occurred Ն30 msec before the saccade.
For trials on which pursuit began in one direction and then reversed, we made measurements for both the initial decisions and the reversal. Because pursuit reversal did not occur after a fixed period of unchanging eye velocity (i.e., after a period of fixation, after steady-state tracking), the hinge model method of determining when pursuit began was unsuitable for measuring pursuit turnarounds. Therefore, we fit the horizontal eye velocity with a polynomial to determine the point in time when pursuit reversed direction (Fig. 2 ). This figure plots measured eye velocity as a function of time as a solid line and the polynomial fit to that velocity as a dashed line. The interval over which we fit the velocity trace began at the time of initial pursuit initiation, marked with an arrow at 128 msec. The interval continued until pursuit reached 75% of the velocity of the final pursuit target. In the example case, this occurred at the first point in time after the saccade, which has been excised, as in all horizontal eye velocity traces. The best-fit third-order polynomial over this interval gave us an objective estimate of the point in time when pursuit switched. We defined this point to be a root of the third-order polynomial fit, a point at which eye acceleration goes to zero, marked in Figure 2 at 256 msec. The other root was either not in the measurement interval or occurred at pursuit initiation, either of which could be distinguished easily from the time at which pursuit turned around. The data in Figures 4 -6 represent only the initial pursuit and saccade decisions, and Figures 7 and 8 use initial measurements as well as the pursuit turnaround measurements to document pursuit output as a continuous quantity before saccade onset.
Results

Oculometric results
We assessed oculomotor responses on the basis of the horizontal direction of pursuit and the vertical direction of the first saccade. Because the two target masks were offset vertically from each other and moved horizontally in opposed directions, responses on each trial consisted of a horizontal pursuit movement and a primarily vertical saccade. Pursuit and saccades almost always eventually tracked the same target, but the initial responses often differed, resulting in four possible combinations of oculomotor responses. Sample traces from four trials illustrating these combinations are shown in Figure 3 . These four trials were obtained during a single stimulus condition, in which the target probe (60% contrast) was located below the fixation cross and was visible for 100 msec before being replaced by a leftward-moving The dashed line plots a third-order polynomial fit to the horizontal eye velocity trace. Zero velocity is shown as a dotted line. We determined the time point at which pursuit turned around by finding the roots of the polynomial fit. Pursuit initially follows the distractor mask (latency marked at 128 msec) and then turns around to follow the target mask at 256 msec. The saccade, which occurred at 406 msec, has been excised from the horizontal velocity trace. mask (Fig. 3A) . The correct pair of oculomotor responses for this condition was leftward pursuit and a downward saccade, which accounted for 58% of this subject's responses (Fig. 3B) . The incorrect pair of responses, which occurred on 28% of the trials for this subject, consisted of an initial upward saccade and rightward pursuit (Fig. 3C) . We also observed trials in which the pursuit and saccade responses differed, although these occurred less frequently. These trials consisted of an initial pursuit response that began in one direction and then reversed before or during the saccade. For this condition, the subject initially responded with a correct saccade and incorrect pursuit on 12% of the trials (Fig.  3D ) and with an incorrect saccade and correct pursuit on 2% of the trials (Fig. 3E) . Average latencies (in milliseconds) for pursuit and saccades for each of the five subjects are given in Table 1 .
From these initial eye-movement responses, we constructed pursuit and saccade oculometric functions (Kowler and McKee, 1987; Beutter and Stone, 1998) for both of the relevant parameters of the target: its direction of motion and spatial location. We measured oculomotor performance separately in terms of direction of motion (rightward vs leftward) and location (upward vs downward) because subjects often exhibited direction-ofmotion or location biases, or both, in their responses, especially for stimulus conditions involving short exposure durations. Measuring both types of oculometric functions (motion and location) for pursuit and saccades allowed us to measure two types of bias: bias in one of the directions of horizontal motion and bias to a vertical spatial location. Collapsing across a stimulus parameter to which a subject displays a bias would have represented this bias as lower precision and precluded our ability to detect the bias (Terman and Terman, 1972) .
We constructed oculometric functions by plotting the proportions of pursuit and saccade responses as a function of contrast difference. We then fit these data with cumulative Gaussian functions and rejected fits that gave an unacceptable 2 value ( p Ͻ 0.05). We defined the two fitted parameters of these functions, SD and mean, as the oculometric threshold and oculometric bias, respectively. Thresholds measure the precision with which the subject can identify the target probe and initiate an eye movement to the target mask. Bias measures the tendency of the subject to favor one response over the other. Thus, lower thresholds were associated with steeper oculometric functions, and unbiased responses were associated with oculometric means near zero. To construct the motion oculometric functions, we plotted the proportion of rightward pursuit responses and the proportion of saccade responses to the rightward-moving mask as a function of probe-contrast difference (probe contrast at location of rightward-moving mask minus probe contrast at location of leftward-moving mask). A bias for rightward motion would therefore appear as a leftward shift of the motion oculometric function (i.e., negative values for the mean). For the location oculometric functions, we plotted the proportion of pursuit responses to the upper mask and the proportion of upward saccade responses as a function of probe-contrast difference (contrast of upper probe minus contrast of lower probe). Thus, a bias for the upper spatial location would appear as a leftward shift of the location oculometric function. In Figure 4 we show the motion and location sets of oculometric functions for naive subject N. For the purpose of this figure, we pooled the data across the 10 experimental sessions to construct these functions. Each panel contains one set of pursuit and saccade oculometric functions for one exposure duration. The left column of "Motion" oculometric functions shows the proportion of rightward pursuit responses (filled circles) and the proportion of saccade responses (unfilled circles) to the rightward moving mask, both measured independently of the vertical target location. Each data point in these functions is based on the outcome of ϳ100 trials. The complementary right column of "Location" oculometric functions shows the proportion of upward saccade responses and the proportion of pursuit responses to the upper mask, both measured independently of the direction of motion of the target mask. The curves superimposed on the data show the best cumulative Gaussians fits to the pursuit (solid line) and saccade (dotted line) oculometric functions.
Exposure duration had a large effect on the precision (i.e., threshold) and accuracy (i.e., bias) of both pursuit and saccades. When subject N had only 50 msec to view the probe patches, her pursuit and saccade oculometric functions had shallow slopes for both motion and location measurements. Accordingly, her oculometric thresholds were high (motion, 12.2% for pursuit and 15.3% for saccades; location, 8.9% for pursuit and 12.4% for saccades). The location oculometric functions showed a strong bias favoring upward saccades and pursuit to the upper mask (Ϫ7.6% for pursuit and Ϫ8.9% for saccades). These bias values signify that the lower probe had to be 7.6 and 8.9% greater in contrast for this subject to pursue or make a saccade to the lower mask on half of the trials, respectively. This subject did not display a bias for motion, as indicated by the fact that her oculometric functions had mean values near zero. When she had 200 msec to view the probe patches, both her motion and location thresholds were lower (motion, 6.1% for pursuit and 6.5% for saccades; location, 6.1% for pursuit and 6.4% for saccades) and her location bias was smaller (Ϫ0.98% for pursuit and Ϫ1.6% for saccades).
We observed similar effects of exposure duration on oculometric thresholds for all subjects. To test the significance of this effect, we fit the pursuit and saccade oculometric functions from each subject for each of the 10 experimental sessions individually. The cumulative Gaussian generally provided a good fit to our data; the fits were rejected for only 22 of the 1200 oculometric functions in our data set ( 2 ; p Ͻ 0.05; 5 subjects ϫ 6 exposure durations ϫ 10 sessions ϫ 2 eye movements ϫ 2 sets of measurements). We plotted pursuit and saccade thresholds (Fig. 5 , circles) and biases (triangles) as a function of exposure duration. Every subject showed a significant effect of exposure duration on pursuit and saccade thresholds ( p Ͻ 0.01; two-way ANOVA).
Pursuit and saccade thresholds tended to be the same, even as they both decreased with exposure duration. On the basis of a two-way ANOVA, four of the five subjects did not show a significant difference between pursuit and saccade motion thresholds, although one subject (R) did show a significant difference, primarily at longer exposure durations. The thresholds taken from the location sets of oculometric functions showed significant differences between pursuit and saccade thresholds for two subjects (subjects S and R; p Ͻ 0.05; two-way ANOVA).
All subjects showed an effect of exposure duration on motion or location bias, or both (Fig. 5 ). Pursuit and saccade biases for a direction of motion were displayed by two of five subjects, subject R favoring leftward motion (triangles above zero) and subject D favoring rightward motion (triangles below zero). These subjects showed a significant effect of exposure duration on motion biases B  185  174  166  165  165  156  290  264  244  242  239  221  S  175  167  168  171  167  157  220  200  201  208  206  186  N  165  149  140  138  133  128  271  239  215  210  203  200  R  171  160  152  149  147  137  261  228  213  213  209  193  D  204  190  184  183  185  174  335  298  270  267  262  243 Figure 4. Oculometric functions for pursuit and saccades for three exposure durations. The left column shows oculometric functions from the motion set of measurements. Each data point represents the fraction of rightward pursuit (filled symbols) and saccades to the rightward mask (unfilled symbols) plotted as a function of probe contrast difference. The right column shows oculometric functions from the location set of measurements, in which each data point represents the fraction of pursuit choices to the upper mask (filled symbols) and the fraction of upward saccade choices (unfilled symbols) plotted as a function of probe contrast difference. The smooth functions are cumulative normal fits to the data. Each row of graphs shows data from one exposure duration.
for both oculomotor systems ( p Ͻ 0.05; two-way ANOVA). All subjects except subject D had significant upward location biases that became less severe as exposure duration increased ( p Ͻ 0.05; two-way ANOVA). Pursuit and saccade biases tended to be similar. For the two subjects with motion biases (subjects R and D), pursuit and saccade biases followed a similar course as exposure duration increased. The same qualitative point is true of the upward location biases as well; the amplitude of pursuit and saccade biases decrease similarly as exposure duration increases. No subject showed a significant difference between pursuit and saccade biases for either motion or location ( p Ͻ 0.05; two-way ANOVA).
Trial-by-trial results
Although the oculometric analysis showed that pursuit and saccade thresholds tended to be the same on average, it cannot test whether both systems behaved similarly on individual trials. To compare pursuit and saccade responses on a trial-by-trial basis, we therefore measured the fraction of trials on which pursuit and saccades initially followed the same stimulus (i.e., both responses were either "correct" or "incorrect") for each stimulus condition. Because these fractions were similar across the five subjects, we pooled data across subjects to produce the observed fractions of "same" pursuit and saccade responses. We compared the observed fraction of same decisions (Fig. 6 , solid line) with the fraction expected from completely dependent (dotted line) and completely independent mechanisms (dashed line). The predicted fraction of same decisions from completely dependent mechanisms would be unity, because the two systems would always concur. The fractions associated with independent outcomes were calculated from the equation: F independent ϭ F pursuit ‫ء‬ F saccades ϩ (1 Ϫ F pursuit ) ‫ء‬ (1 Ϫ F saccades ), in which F pursuit and F saccades are the fraction of correct pursuit and saccade trials for any given stimulus condition, respectively. Each panel in Figure 6 shows the observed frequency of same pursuit and saccade responses and the predictions from dependent and independent mechanisms plotted as a function of contrast difference (upper probe contrast minus lower probe contrast) for a single exposure duration (50 -200 msec). "Sameness" at the longest exposure durations (300 and 500 msec) was similar to the values at 200 msec. The separation between the solid and dashed curves in Figure 6 indicates that the observed fraction of same responses was consistently higher than that expected if the two responses were independent. As indicated by the filled symbols, this difference was significant for the majority of the stimulus conditions ( p Ͻ 0.05; Wilcoxon rank sum test). For every exposure duration, we found that the observed fraction of same responses was always significantly different from 1.0 ( 2 ; p Ͻ 0.0001). Thus, our data did not match the predictions based on mechanisms that were completely dependent or completely independent.
Continuous pursuit choice results
The trial-by-trial analysis showed a significant number of disagreements between pursuit and saccades, which reflect an initial pursuit decision that differs from the later saccade. On these trials, pursuit reversed some time before or around the time of the saccade to bring the systems into agreement. To quantify the time course of pursuit turnarounds, we measured the sameness of pursuit and saccade choices continuously around the time of the saccade. We selected a condition with a large proportion of pursuit and saccade disagreements (50 msec exposure duration; 0% contrast difference) and compared the observed fraction of same decisions at every millisecond in the interval from 200 msec be- fore to 50 msec after the saccade. For example, if pursuit initiated in one direction 100 msec before the saccade and was brought into concordance 50 msec before the saccade, we would count every millisecond from Ϫ100 to Ϫ51 as a disagreement and every millisecond from Ϫ50 to ϩ50 as an agreement. Of the 868 trials included in this analysis, we found only one trial on which the pursuit and saccadic systems were not in agreement by 50 msec after the saccade. We measured the time course of pursuit turnarounds on every session and compared this time course across the 10 experimental sessions for each subject. We included time points at which we observed five or more pursuit responses in at least two sessions.
Pursuit and saccades disagree most long before the saccade. Figure 7 shows the time course of pursuit turnarounds for each of our five experimental subjects. Each panel in Figure 7 shows one subject's observed frequency of same pursuit and saccade responses, plotted as a function of time with respect to the saccade. The continuous line shows the mean across sessions, and the error bars plotted at 25 msec intervals represent the SD. Four of the five subjects showed a significant increase in pursuit and saccade sameness in the 200 msec interval before the saccade (oneway ANOVA; p Ͻ 0.05). To quantify the timing of this effect, we performed a post hoc comparison across our measurement interval for the four subjects whose time course data showed significant differences. We used the fraction of same responses at the time of the saccade (mean Ͼ 0.99 for every subject) as a control group and compared the sameness at this time point with every other time point in the measurement interval (Dunnet multiple comparisons; p Ͻ 0.05). We found that by at least 61 msec before the saccade, the proportion of trials on which pursuit and saccades disagreed was no longer significantly different from the proportion of trials on which these systems disagreed at saccade onset, for all subjects. The point in time at which the difference Figure 6 . Analysis of sameness of pursuit and saccade decisions on a trial by trial basis. The circles and solid lines in each graph plot the fraction of trials on which initial pursuit and saccade decisions agreed, plotted as a function of contrast difference. The two lines plot the proportion of trials in which the two decisions would be expected to be the same if the decision-making mechanisms were independent (broken) or completely dependent (dotted). Filled symbols indicate those cases in which the observed fraction of same decisions was significantly greater than predicted by independent mechanisms. The error bars represent the SD across the 10 experimental sessions and the six observers. Each set of axes shows data from one exposure duration. Figure 7 . Perisaccadic analysis of sameness of pursuit and saccade decisions. The solid line in each graph plots the proportion of trials on which pursuit predicts the saccadic choice, plotted as a function of time with respect to saccade onset. The solid line is an average across the 10 time courses measured for each of the experimental sessions. For clarity, the variance in these measurements is shown at 25 msec intervals, represented by the filled circles (mean) with error bars (Ϯ1 SD). Each set of axes shows data from one experimental subject.
between pursuit and saccades was no longer significant is marked with an arrow in the graph for each subject.
Although the time course of pursuit turnarounds shows that the two systems disagree most long before the saccade, it cannot address what factors might be contributing to disagreements between pursuit and saccades. To investigate whether a timevarying motor bias could be responsible for pursuit and saccade disagreements, we repeated the oculometric analysis at various points in time with respect to the saccade, in the spirit of the previous analysis. We constructed both motion and location oculometric functions (Fig. 4) at every millisecond in the interval from 200 msec before to 50 msec after the saccade. Again, we used data only from the 50 msec exposure duration, and the assignment of pursuit responses to the 251 time bins around saccade onset was performed as described previously. We collapsed data across sessions to allow for the greatest possible number of observations and fit each of the 251 oculometric functions for each subject with a cumulative Gaussian. The cumulative Gaussian provided a good fit to these data out to at least 75 msec before the saccade. We included time points with an acceptable 2 value ( 2 ; p Ն 0.05) and at least 10 observations for each condition. To quantify whether any change over time was significant, we performed this analysis again using data from individual sessions. Because the number of observations in each oculometric function was approximately decimated, we were able to obtain reliable measurements over a much smaller portion of the interval.
Pursuit bias for a direction of motion did not change significantly for any subject before the saccade. The left column in Figure 8 shows the time course of pursuit motion bias (unfilled circles) and location bias (filled circles) around the time of the saccade for each of our experimental subjects. The right column in Figure 8 shows the corresponding pursuit threshold measurements. Although subject D's pursuit showed a bias for rightward motion when collapsed across sessions (left column, fourth panel, gray trace), we did not find significant changes in pursuit motion biases or thresholds using repeated measures (one-way ANOVA; p Ͻ 0.05).
Although most subjects showed a significant bias for the upper spatial location in the oculometric analysis of initial decisions, pursuit bias for only one subject varied over time before the saccade. When collapsed across sessions, subjects B and N showed slight changes in pursuit bias for the upper spatial location over time, and subjects R and D showed more dramatic changes. We found that only one subject (R) showed a significant change for pursuit bias in the interval over which we could make repeated measures (one-way ANOVA; p Ͻ 0.05). No subject showed a significant change for thresholds. We performed a post hoc comparison similar to the one described above across our measurement interval for subject R, whose bias data showed a significant difference. We used the measurements of pursuit location bias at the time of the saccade as a control group, with which we compared pursuit bias at every other time point in the measurement interval. The difference between pursuit and saccade bias was no longer significant at 75 msec before the saccade (Fig. 8, arrow ) (Dunnet multiple comparisons; p Ͻ 0.05)
Discussion
We used a contrast discrimination task, and techniques from psychophysics, to compare the performance of the pursuit and saccadic systems. We found that pursuit and saccades exhibited similar thresholds and biases that decreased together as the period of visual processing available for discrimination was extended. Comparing choices on individual trials, we found that In some cases, the mean of the repeated measurements differs from the value obtained when the data were collapsed across session. The gray portion of the solid line represents the temporal region where repeated measures across sessions were not possible. Subject R showed a time-varying location bias for pursuit, which deviates significantly from pursuit bias at saccade onset in the interval from 92 to 76 msec before the saccade. The time point at which this difference is no longer significant is marked with an arrow. Pursuit thresholds and motion bias did not change significantly over time for any subject.
the initial pursuit response differed from the subsequent saccade on up to 13% of the trials. Exploiting the continuous output provided by pursuit, we investigated the time course of these choices on a millisecond by millisecond basis before saccade onset. On trials when pursuit initially disagreed with the subsequent saccade, pursuit quickly reversed direction to predict the saccade choice that followed. Examining the time course of pursuit thresholds and bias, we found that pursuit choices tended to display spatial biases that changed over time, eventually matching the saccade bias. Together, these results support the idea that the programming of pursuit and saccades involves shared response preparation.
Comparison with previous studies
At least superficially, our study involved stimuli and methods that were quite different from those used previously. First, rather than using small discrete targets, we used long horizontal strips. Other studies have used extended moving stimuli for pursuit to reduce or eliminate catch-up saccades (Watamaniuk and Heinen, 1999; Krauzlis and Adler, 2001 ); in our case, the horizontal configuration maintained the stimuli at a constant eccentricity so that the amplitude of the required saccade did not change with pursuit latency. The vertical offset of the strips (2 o ) was chosen to be large enough to elicit saccades reliably yet small enough for the horizontal motion to drive presaccadic pursuit, allowing us to record both a pursuit and saccadic movement on each trial. Previous studies have examined pursuit and saccades in separate types of trials (Krauzlis and Miles, 1996; , usually with the motion and location of the pursuit stimulus carefully adjusted to minimize the intrusion of catch-up saccades (Rashbass, 1961) . By evoking both pursuit and a saccade on each trial, however, we could exclude the possibility of subjects adopting different strategies on pursuit versus saccade trials and could also compare the performance of the two systems on a trial by trial basis.
Second, our stimuli were presented in two distinct stages: briefly presented stationary probe stimuli necessary for the contrast discrimination followed by moving masks that elicited eye movement responses. Although the two-stage stimulus is unusual, its effect is similar to more typical pursuit choice experiments. For example, previous studies of pursuit target selection have used color as a cue (Ferrera and Lisberger, 1995; ; subjects must first discriminate the color of the stimuli and then track the motion of the indicated stimulus. If the discrimination is made more difficult, subjects can partially compensate by delaying their responses. In contrast, our two-stage stimulus explicitly separates the discrimination and response steps, thereby disassociating the difficulty of the discrimination from reaction time.
Possible mechanisms underlying the coordination of pursuit and saccades
We have found that initial pursuit and saccade choices are usually, but not always, the same. At what stage in the cascade of neural events between visual sensation and motor action does this coordination arise? A simplified functional description of this complicated cascade includes three components: visual processing, response preparation, and motor execution. Visual processing involves the encoding of the visual stimulus, first in the retina and continuing through striate and extrastriate cortex. Both pursuit and saccades depend on V1 (Zee et al., 1987) and are influenced by later visual processing areas (Newsome et al., 1985; Komatsu and Wurtz, 1989) . Response preparation acts on the result of visual processing by modifying the visual representation according to the behavioral relevance of each object (Treisman and Gelade, 1980; Findlay and Walker, 1999; Moore and Fallah, 2001; Cutrell and Marrocco, 2002; Bisley and Goldberg, 2003; Moore and Armstrong, 2003) . Finally, execution of the movement requires activity in output pathways, generating the final motor commands.
The visual processing stage can explain some of our results. Pursuit and saccade choices both rely on the early processing of visual information (e.g., retina, V1) to perform the contrast discrimination. Because the variability introduced at early visual stages by our "noisy" visual stimuli was shared by the two systems, one might expect a strong correlation between the choices even if they were determined by different downstream mechanisms. This does not imply that both choices were completed at early visual stages; the shared input signal could exert its effect anywhere downstream as it propagated through the rest of the system. In fact, because the stimuli used for the contrast discrimination were replaced by masking stimuli well before movement onset, it is unlikely that the choice occurred at early visual stages. By the time of eye movement initiation, the sensory representation of the probe strips had been masked for between 180 and 275 msec (average pursuit and saccade latencies, 50 msec condition), making it doubtful that early visual stages could have maintained any representation of the probe stimuli. Thus, the experimental design points to coordinated eye movement choice at a site downstream of early visual processing.
Can the visual processing stage account for disagreements between pursuit and saccades? Pursuit depends heavily on visual motion processing accomplished in the medial temporal (MT) and medial superior temporal (MST) areas of extrastriate cortex (Newsome et al., 1985; Dürsteler and Wurtz, 1988) , whereas these areas are not critical for saccade production. One possibility is that different roles played by these areas are responsible for different choices made by the two systems. However, neurons in MT and MST exhibit only a weak correlation with pursuit choice; their activity is determined primarily by the visual stimulus Recanzone and Wurtz, 2000) . Thus, like neurons earlier in the visual pathways, MT and MST neurons would have primarily represented information about the mask stimuli rather than the probe stimuli or eye movement choices.
The similarity in pursuit and saccade response biases points to coordination at the level of response preparation. Although in principle these biases could have been caused by either unequal weighting of sensory signals (Green and Swets, 1988) or asymmetries in downstream decision making (Link and Heath, 1975; Green and Swets, 1988) , several aspects of our data argue that they were not sensory in origin. First, we measured response biases at movement initiation, after the informative probe stimuli had been masked. Second, if unequal weighting of sensory inputs had caused the biases, they should have increased with extended viewing of the probe stimuli and not decreased, as we observed (Fig. 5) . Third, the changes in pursuit bias before saccade onset (Fig. 8) implicate a bias at the stage of response preparation. Pursuit responses exhibited time-varying biases, especially for spatial location, that stabilized before the saccade. The time course of these biases is consistent with a downstream locus because response preparation continued throughout the mask interval, unlike visual processing, which was truncated by the mask onset. The gradual changes that we found in threshold (Fig. 8 , right column), bias (Fig. 8, left column) , and trial by trial concordance (Fig. 7) support the idea that the pursuit response is gov-erned by a time-varying preparatory signal that also determines the saccade choice.
Previous studies have provided seemingly different views on how and whether pursuit target selection and saccade target selection are coordinated. One view suggests that pursuit target selection is serially linked to saccade execution Lisberger, 2001, 2002) , whereas another suggests that pursuit and saccade target selection use the same neurons but different decision criteria (Krauzlis and Dill, 2002) . Our current results show that the output of the pursuit system can predict the saccadic choice at least 60 msec before saccade onset. Similarly, other studies have shown presaccadic pursuit to be at least weakly selective before saccade onset (Gardner and Lisberger, 2001, their Fig. 5e ). These observations indicate that pursuit target selection need not be strictly time locked to saccade occurrence. Instead, saccadic target-selection signals, as they develop over time, may regulate the strength of the visual motion inputs that drive pursuit. In our experiment, the location of the target mask was predictable, although its motion was not. The target-selection signal for saccades, specifying the location of the target mask as the saccade endpoint, may often have been well developed before mask onset. In this case, at mask onset, only the motion signal at the preselected saccade endpoint would drive the pursuit system. The complete agreement between pursuit and saccades on easy discriminations at long exposure durations (Fig. 5) supports this idea.
Our findings argue that the signals guiding pursuit target selection are the same as those involved in the covert preparation of saccades. This result corroborates the recent observation that the preparatory activity of saccade-related neurons in the superior colliculus can predict pursuit choices (Krauzlis and Dill, 2002) . Spatially organized motor maps may not be the most obvious vehicles for selecting targets for pursuit, but this idea is consistent with the observation that both systems showed the same bias for spatial location (Figs. 5, 8 ) and the previous finding that previous information about stimulus location has larger effects on pursuit latency than previous information about stimulus motion (Adler et al., 2002) . By defining the response goal for pursuit and saccades within a common spatial framework, higher-order factors-attention, perception, and cognition-could influence both systems in parallel.
